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EDITORIAL 
This Journal, though shorter than the two numbers previously published 

(in line with our new policy which aims at publishing more frequently and 
at a reduced price), contains three papers which relate to entirely separate 
branches of psychical research; they are all of interest and novelty and 
represent work which has attained a degree of definitiveness and maturity 
sufficent to merit its early publication so as to be of use to other investiga
tors. 

The first paper, which reports the occurrence of psychokinesis in a spec
ially contrived situation, describes a very originally conceived and innovatory 
piece of work that I believe has remarkable implications, not all of which 
have as yet been thought out. As most readers are aware psychokinesis 
(or P K ) occurs in rather diverse situations. There is the isolated event 
(e.g. spontaneous movement of a domestic object) as well as the clustering 
of such events so as to constitute a poltergeist outbreak (Mclnnis and Owen, 
1972; Owen, 1964). In these cases the phenomena do not seem to be under 
the conscious control of the people present. Voluntary P K , in which the 
effects produced have been consciously willed, usually only succeeds in 
manifesting physical forces much weaker than those which are produced 
involuntarily in spontaneous phenomena. Thus, Mr . Jan Merta (Owen, 
1972), like M r . Ur i Geller, can generate a force of only about a tenth of an 
ounce. The forces deployed by Mde. Mikhailova in moving small objects 
on a glass table are probably not much greater in magnitude. The forces 
exerted in classical experiments on influencing the fall of dice are, doubt
less, very minute. There are however other situations in which movements 
of physical objects are alleged to occur and to be often of large magnitude. 
These situations can broadly be classed as seance type, though in fact they 
fall into several different categories. 

One category is the spiritualist circle in which sitters who believe in the 
possibility of communicating with the disembodied spirits of deceased per
sons sit in a circle, usually in the dark or in subdued lighting, and often 
around a table. Often, though not invariably, one member of the circle is 
regarded by the others as the "medium" or special vehicle through whom 
communication with the invisible spirits is effected in virtue of his or her 
psychic ability, but the presence of the other members of the circle is con
sidered necessary as a source of "power". It has often been alleged that 
physical phenomena occur during these sittings — rapping noises from 
various parts of the room or in the woodwork of the table — movement or 
levitation of objects in the room — heavings, tiltings, or levitations of the 
table itself. In addition, the rappings or the table movements, it is said, can 
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be used for communication with one or more invisible communicators. For 
instance, the "communicator" is asked to answer questions by one rap (or 
table movement) for Yes, two raps for No, etc. etc. 

Two questions (mutually independent) naturally present themselves. Are 
the physical phenomena real and paranormal? If the phenomena are para
normal are they caused by an actual spirit or merely by P K ability mani
fested by some or all of the sitters? Sometimes phenomena certainly results 
from fraud on the part of the official mediums, or semi-conscious manipula
tion of the table by some of the sitters. But it would be unscientific to argue 
that because of various exposures made in the past, none of the physical 
phenomena are ever genuinely paranormal. Proved cases are rare, partly 
because of the privacy in which most "home circles" are conducted, and the 
subdued lighting that makes seances vulnerable to criticism (including even 
those in which reputable investigators have participated). However, a num
ber of cases with good lighting and careful observation are on record, such 
as the one reported by Sir William Barrett at Kingston, Ireland, (see Owen, 
1964). Another remarkable instance occurred in London during the 1960's. 
On occasion the table was levitated several feet into the air so that the 
sitters had to stand and reach above their heads to keep their hands in con
tact with it. This astonishing scene was filmed. Unfortunately it was, for 
some obscure reason, omitted from the film later broadcast by the B.B.C. 
under the title A Mild Case of Haunting. Subsequently both Batcheldor and 
Brookes-Smith in England have shown that similar phenomena can be 
generated under fairly good experimental conditions by moderately dedi
cated groups of people without the presence of a professional or acknow
ledged "medium". 

It being admitted that sometimes the physical phenomena of seances are 
genuinely paranormal, does their occurrence imply the presence of a "spirit"? 
It would be unscientific to claim that in all cases there is no spirit, but only 
P K by the sitters, and we have no wish to make such a sweeping assertion. 
However, the experiment reported by Iris Owen and Margaret Sparrow in 
this Journal clearly shows that in the sittings they describe, though there are 
both paranormal physical phenomena and an appearance of "communica
tion", there is in fact no spirit-communicator present, the phenomena instead 
being a kind of dramatization of a totally imaginary situation. This can 
confidently be asserted because the paranormal phenomena only developed 
months after an imaginary character had been developed. The position is 
the reverse of that usually encountered with ouija boards or table turning 
in which the character of the "communicator" is tailored to fit the "com
munications" already received. 

The result got by our group of eight sitters is practically important in 
showing that in any situation caution is necessary before assessing the 
independent reality of an apparent spirit communicator. Still more impor-



tant, however, is the fact that they have demonstrated how psychokinetic 
effects can be obtained without an acknowledged "medium" as star perform
er and under excellent experimental conditions — in a bright light and under 
the close observation of witnesses who may be complete strangers. Since 
the paper was written, proceedings have been filmed in a very small brilliant
ly lighted room, continuously over a two hour period by a crew of four 
from the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. Some brief excerpts showing 
cavortings of the table were broadcast in a Man Alive program. This would 
seem to be the first occasion in the history of psychical research that para
normal seance type phenomena have been recorded under such public 
conditions. 

It has also been found that the imaginary communicator "Phil ip" can 
still converse in raps when only four of the group of eight are sitting. No 
particular member of the group is essential for the occurrence of the pheno
mena, each member of the group having been absent at some time from 
successful sittings. The phenomenon would therefore seem to be collective 
psychokineses — P K by Committee". As with other committees, only a 
"quorum" has to be present for business to be transacted. This suggests 
that most people have latent or potential P K abilities which are either too 
feeble or too unchannelled to produce phenomena, unless combined with 
those of other persons. It seems that combination! of P K powers is achieved 
only by the group members directing their thoughts to the same end. This 
is borne out by the varied ways in which "Philip's" raps respond to ques
tions. If the question is phrased in a way which is easily understandable 
and is one to which all the group members individually see an obvious 
answer the raps (one for Yes, two for No) come immediately and loudly. 
But if the question is put in a complicated form, or is concerned with some 
aspect of "Philip's" imaginary "biography" on which the group has not 
previously reached an explicit concensus, then there is a very noticeable 
delay in response. Similarly, if the group remains divided as to what the 
"right" answer should be, then the rap is feeble. Sometimes members have 
second thoughts; this is reflected in the fact that a knock for Yes will be 
followed after a pause by a second and negating rap. Just like any com
mittee decision there has to be time for thinking and taking a vote. These 
observations, which I have made myself, both as a bystander, and as a 
guest participant in the circle, are fascinating and to my mind, rather clear 
evidence that "Phil ip" is a group idea only and not a stray "spirit" who has 
chosen to impersonate Philip. 

The work of the group of eight is of the greatest theoretical significance 
for physics and psychology as well as for parapsychology. It has the merit 
of establishing the validity of a method by which many groups of workers 
may, if they wish, generate P K forces in a relatively controlled situation, 
and encourages the hope that the nature and origin of psychokinetic force 
may soon become more amenable to elucidation by physicists and physio-
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logists. A book by the group giving greater detail concerning their exper
ience and embodying practical hints is in preparation. 

I hope that the attention I have paid to "Phil ip" in this Editorial will 
not detract from the reader's appreciation of the paper by Professor Em
erson which we are privileged to publish. In their own way the mental phen
omena of his subject "George" are quite as remarkable as the Philip psy
chokinesis. It has often been claimed that "psychic" persons can obtain 
knowledge of the remote past, but few such claims have ever been substan
tiated by qualified archaeologists. Professor Emerson's verdict on "George's" 
powers, unlike the purely journalistic and unscholarly accounts of the alleged 
feats of some archaeological psychics, is entitled to the highest respect, be
cause as a senior professor of anthropology in the University of Toronto, he 
is an acknowledged authority on the Indian antiquities of Ontario and neigh
bouring regions. Furthermore his findings as to the accuracy of George's 
statements are based on a long and careful study involving a large quan
tity of archaeological material. The fact that, prior to his experience with 
George, Professor Emerson had no reason for entertaining any degree of 
belief in psychical phenomena heightens the interest of what he has to say. 

Professor Emerson's subject, George, exercises with a high degree of 
reliability a power of the kind which is often called "psychometric"; given 
a fragment of an object he will describe the complete object and the cus
toms and lifeway of its long dead makers. Psychometry is only a word, it 
refers merely to the fact that it is physical contact between the object and 
the psychometrist which seems to put the latter into contact with information 
concerning the object's owners, living or dead. What the nature of the ESP 
channel between object and owner is we do not know, nor as yet can we 
even guess at the source of the information. Psychometry, especially when 
reaching into the distant past, is just an awesome and unanalysed fact of 
human existence. Whether George's responsiveness to archaeological sites 
is a form of psychometry or a different manifestation of his psychic ability 
is a moot point. Professor Emerson's book recounting his detailed studies 
will be awaited with lively expectation. 

The third paper describes some extremely simple though new experi
ments intended to provide a scientific basis for the study of the "aura". 
It is fair to comment that hitherto much has been said about the aura and 
how it is perceived, but little, if anything, has been rigorously proved. Dr. 
Morgan and myself think that the "rim-aura", which seems to be our own 
discovery, is a universal and "non-psychic" phenomenon, but that its exis
tence needs to be recognized before any investigation of the "mega-aura" 
can be reliably conducted. Of subsidiary interest is the fact that nowadays 
instructors in "psychic" topics often claim to teach their pupils, amongst 
other things, how to see auras. We suspect that often the instruction is 
confined merely to drawing attention to the rim-aura: caveat emptor! 
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Generation of Paranormal Physical 
Phenomena in connection with an Imaginary 

"Communicator" 
IRIS M . O W E N A N D M A R G A R E T H . S P A R R O W 

ABSTRACT: An experiment in "constructing" an "artificial ghost" is des
cribed. In a series of weekly meetings a group of eight sitters attempted by 
meditation to generate a collective hallucination of an imaginary person 
concerning whom a detailed but totally fictitious "history" had been made 
up. 

No apparition resulted, but after a year of sittings a new approach, sug
gested by the work of Batcheldor, Brookes-Smith and Hunt, was adopted, 
and led immediately to the regular production in good lighting conditions 
of paranormal physical phenomena. 

"Communication" was established with "Philip", the imaginary presence; 
"he" answered questions with coded raps and "in character". 

This investigation constitutes an interesting variation on the work of 
Batcheldor, Brookes-Smith and Hunt. But it entirely validates their thesis 
that the production of physical phenomena by a group not specially selected 
for phychic talent is a repeatable experiment which can be successfully 
performed by any sufficently integrated and dedicated circle of sitters. It 
shows also, and perhaps more explicitly than previous work, that con
scious thought can be translated paranormally into actual physical force. 

1. A n attempt at ghost construction 
In September 1972 a group of members of the Toronto S.P.R. decided 

to attempt to construct a ghost. This followed a discussion on the nature of 
ghosts and speculation as to whether, in fact, a ghost was an artifact con
jured up from the mind of the beholder. If this were so, the reasoning went, 
why could one not deliberately conjure up an apparition? 

It was decided that the proposed apparition would be an entirely imagin
ary character, a completely invented ghost. The group would sit for an hour, 
or maybe more, at least once weekly, and try by various methods to pro
duce the appearance of this character. It was realized that, in any case, 
other types of phenomenon might occur, and the possibilities of collective 
telepathy, collective hallucination, etc. were discussed. It was agreed that 
the group would be kept to a small number, and that the members would 
attempt to keep regular attendance as far as possible. 
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I The group consisted of M.H.S . , B . M . , A .P . , D .O 'D. , L . H . , A . H . , S.K., and 
j I .M.O. During the early part of the sessions one or two other people took 

part for short periods, but the group finally crystallized into the members 
; mentioned above, five females and three males. 
! The story in brief was as follows. Philip was an aristocratic Englishman, 
j living in the middle 1600's at the time of Oliver Cromwell. He had been 

a supporter of the King, and was a Catholic. He was married to a beautiful 
I but cold and frigid wife, Dorothea, the daughter of a neighbouring noble-
j man. One day when out riding on the boundaries of his estates Philip came 
j across a gypsy encampment and saw there a beautiful dark-eyed raven-

haired gypsy girl, Margo, and fell instantly in love with her. He brought 
her back secretly to live in the gatehouse, near the stables of Diddington 
Manor — his family home. For some time he kept his love-nest secret, but 
eventually Dorothea, realizing he was keeping someone else there, found 
Margo, and accused her of witchcraft and stealing her husband. Philip was 
too scared of losing his reputation and his possessions to protest at the 
trial of Margo, and she was convicted of witchcraft and burned at the stake. 
Philip was subsequently stricken with remorse that he had not tried to de
fend Margo and used to pace the battlements of Diddington in despair. 
Finally, one morning his body was found at the bottom of the battlements, 
whence he had cast himself in a fit of agony and remorse. 

The story continues that Philip has been reincarnated several times since 
then, but once every century or so, his ghost is seen on the battlements at 
Diddington. The group decided that the year 1972 was a period between 
incarnations, and that his ghost is again evident. The theory is that if he 
can be materialized and reassured that Margo has forgiven him and is in
deed "on the other side", then he will be at rest. 

The reason for a completely invented character is, of course, that there 
can be no question that any manifestation that may occur could be due to 
a real spirit (in the Spiritualistic sense of the word) — or in other words it 
would prove, to the group's satisfaction at any rate, that it arose from their 
collective minds. It should also be stated clearly that nobody in the group 
claimed to be psychic or a medium — the whole theory rested on the as
sumption that if anything could be produced it could be done by anybody, 
and not by a special type of person only. 

The group spent more time elaborating the story of Philip, and fixing 
in their minds a picture of him that tallied with all their individual ideas 
of him as a person. In fact, an actual picture was drawn, which all agreed 
to. The venue of the story, Diddington Hal l , is a real place in Warwickshire, 
England, and was at the time known to one of the group. Subsequently two 
other members of the group visited it during a visit to England, and brought 

1 back pictures of the house, Dorothea's home, the stables and surrounding 
countryside. Any history of the house is unknown to the group, but there 
is no evidence whatever that any such people as were detailed in the story 
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existed, nor did the group believe this in any way. The group also at this 
stage familiarized themselves with the customs and ideas of the times as 
far as possible. 

2. The first phase: meditation methods 

The sittings started with a group sitting in a circle round a table, and 
meditating in silence, initially for periods of ten minutes, later increasing the 
time of meditation up to half an hour. Sometimes they sat in a circle, with
out a table, in meditation, and the venue would not necessarily be constant, 
the group meeting in various homes. After the period of meditation the 
group would discuss their experiences and feelings during meditation, and 
also discuss the story and personality of Philip. 

During this initial period difficulty was experienced by some members . 
of the group in realising that Philip was a group entity. Individual impres
sions of Philip obtained during meditation were related which made it 
clear that the group were still in the throes of creating a unified personality. 

A t this stage also, an observer was stationed outside the group to witness 
any unusual phenomenon that might occur. This observer, who is an "aura-
viewer", frequently described auras around the heads of the participants, and 
also energy fields passing from one member to another, and1 around differ
ent persons. On occasion all members were aware of a certain mistiness in 
the room or around the centre of the table, although the atmosphere was 
quite clear. Smoking was not allowed until after the period of meditation. 

The group continued to meet in this way weekly for a whole year, and 
during this period the members had come to relate to each other extremely 
well; they were completely relaxed in each other's company, and a strong 
bond of affection and friendship was becoming evident. 

3. The second phase; a change of approach 

In the summer of 1973 work which had been done in England during 
the previous ten years came to the attention of the group. This work had 
been started in 1964 and continued with intermissions until 1972 (Batchel
dor, 1966; Brookes-Smith and Hunt, 1970; Brookes-Smith, 1973). However 
those members who had read of it previously had not realized its relevance 
to their current experiment. Batcheldor, and later Brookes-Smith and his 
associates were specifically interested in producing physical effects, such as 
table levitation and raps, but our Toronto group wondered if a similar ap
proach might also work in the creation of Philip. In any case it was felt 
at that time that a different approach was needed, as the effects produced 
had so far been minimal. 

Batcheldor and Brookes-Smith and Hunt recommended an approach to 
physical phenomena more closely approximating the old type of seances as 
performed during the Victorian era. Instead of quiet concentrated medita-
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: tion, an atmosphere of jollity and relaxation should be created, together 
! with the singing of songs, telling of jokes, and exhortations to the table to 
; obey the sitters' commands. In their papers they gave a completely reasoned 
j philosophy as to why this method worked. Our Toronto group decided 
i that, as we had worked for a whole year on the other method without many 
! obvious results, we would try this recommended method. Consequently at 

a meeting in late August 1973 at the home of one of the members the group 
tried this new method. They found it a little difficult at first to dispense with 
the meditation method they had become accustomed to, and were a little 
inhibited in producing an atmosphere of singing and jokes. Apart from a 
feeling of "vibration" in the table at times nothing happened at this session. 

But at the following session, and on subsequent evenings, using this met
hod, very extraordinary things happened indeed. The first experience was 
the "feeling" of raps in the table. A t this stage "feeling" is the right word 
because these raps were definitely felt rather than heard at this initial stage, 
and also because the group was making a degree of noise at the time, and 
would not necessarily be able to hear the raps if they were audible. It should 
be stated that these sessions were conducted in a fair degree of light. During 
the first two or three there was a light in the corner of the room, and some
times also a lighted candle on the table. Later the group worked in a rosy 
light which made it perfectly possible to observe clearly everything happen
ing. A t no time did the Toronto group work in the dark. 

The year's building up of rapport now paid off. After the initial hesitation 
the group found no difficulty in relaxing, singing jolly or sentimental songs, 
telling jokes, and generally creating the kind of atmosphere recommended 
by Batcheldor and Brookes-Smith. When the group sang particular songs, 
especially songs associated with the period that Philip lived in, the table 
began to respond by producing raps which became louder and more ob
vious as time went on. 

The group adopted the procedure of addressing the table as "Phil ip" and 
for convenience this mode of reference will continue to be used in this 
article. "Phil ip" himself adopted the procedure of one rap for Yes and two 
for No, with slight hesitant knocks when the answer was doubtful, or the 
question apparently not understood. "He" would also give a loud series 
of raps for a song of which he approved, and very soon adopted the habit 
of actually beating time to favoured songs. A t the beginning of each session 
the members of the group would address him in turn, saying "Hallo, Philip", 
and under each hand in turn there would be heard a loud and definite rap. 
Again, at the end of the session the group would individually say "Good
night" and get individual responses. Questions were asked regarding Philip 
himself, his likes and dislikes, his habits and customs, and the "Phil ip" of 
the table responded exactly in the manner one would expect. In other words, 
the table recreated the personality of Philip. (However, on occasion the 
table would rap out an answer inconsistent with the story, which intrigued 



the group — for instance, he twice denied quite vigorously that he had loved 
Margo — the keystone of the story!. This the group found most interesting 
and unexpected.) 

It should be stated that the initial sessions were held in the home of one 
of the members. A n ordinary plastic-topped metal-legged card table was 
used. After two or three sessions the group moved to the home of another 
member where a room was set aside for the sessions. A similar card table 
was used — in actual fact several tables were experimented with, all with 
a similar result. The floor was thickly carpeted, and in ordinary circum
stances it was very difficult to move the table by pushing on this floor. Need
less to say the raps could not be produced by someone's feet tapping the 
floor. The raps became louder and were clearly audible during quiet mo
ments during the sessions. They moved about the table, often appearing to 
come from within or underneath the table. They were equally audible and 
prolific if the group were all standing up around the table, with all hands 
in view, finger-tips lightly resting on top of the table. Later it was found 
that it did not matter if everyone was not resting hands on the table, and 
various combinations of members of the group were able to produce the 
phenomena alone — the last occasion being when only four members of 
the group were able to be present, and another member of the Society who 
had not been aware of this work had come in, and the phenomena occurred 
with just the four group members and the complete stranger. 

After some four weeks of sittings when raps were produced, one night, 
suddenly, the table started to move, and it moved around the room in ran
dom fashion. The sitters were forced to vacate their chairs and follow it. 
It would move right into corners, forcing most of the sitters to relinquish 
their contact, and then shoot across the room at great speed, so that at times 
it was difficult to keep up with it. When it came to rest, the sitters, standing 
round the table, would continue their questions, and the raps would come 
forcibly, and apparently intelligently as before, thus demonstrating again 
that no-one was tapping from underneath. 

The table developed quite a personality, and the sitters were enjoying 
the whole thing immensely; at times the situation became quite hilarious. 
"Phil ip" was showing preferences, likes and dislikes, and also apparent pre
ferences for members of the group, together with an aptitude for mischievous 
pranks — he was apt to chase a particular person; on one occasion a mem
ber had left the room, having said goodnight, and then had to come back 
for her jacket. "Phil ip" made a very definite and obvious attempt to pre
vent her getting the jacket, and finally whooshed across the room in chase! 
A t times he showed a tendency to "sulk" at something he did not like, but 
became completely noisy and appreciative of songs or jokes he approved of. 
He particularly liked drinking songs, as befitted a Cavalier! 

On one occasion, on a hot evening, the table had been particularly vig
orous, and the group had been trying to persuade "Philip" to lift the table, 
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as in the Brookes-Smith experiments. This had been unsuccessful, and to 
date there has been no real and obvious levitation. One of the members 
said "Well , Philip, if you are not hot and tired we are; we would like a rest. 
Why don't you just flip right over, and then we'll all have a glass of lemon
ade and a rest". Whereupon the table immediately tilted, and with all hands 
on the top of the table, gave a curious little "flip" and landed completely 
upside down with all four legs in the air. 

During this period of rest with the table still upside down, another mem
ber of the Society came into the room, a member who had not been as
sociated with this experiment in any way, and who was quite sceptical of 
the whole phenomena. The group righted the table and introduced the visi
tor, R. The table responded with a slight tap. "That's not loud enough", 
said one of the group, "you can do better than that". Whereupon a very 
loud rap indeed was heard from the centre of the table. R . was allowed to 
join the group, and when he spoke to "Phil ip" very loud raps were heard 
immediately under his hand in reply. Later A . R . G . O . came into the room, 
and again the table produced raps in greeting, and in reply to his questions. 
The raps could be heard in the doorway of the room, and very many people 
not connected with the initial group in any way, and somewhat sceptical in 
their own approach, have heard the raps, and seen the table movements, 
and all are satisfied that these are produced paranormally and not by the 
group members themselves. 

4. Discussion 
Details of the individual sittings and happenings are too long for this 

paper, and will be the subject of a somewhat lengthier manuscript at a later 
date. The phenomena are continuing, and the group is planning how to 
continue its approach to this experiment, and have not lost sight of their 
original objective, which was to try to create an actual manifestation of an 
apparition. 

However to sum up this paper, some discussion is clearly relevant. First 
and foremost the group are tremendously indebted to the very detailed 
descriptions of the work done by Batcheldor, and later Brookes-Smith and 
Hunt. It is not only relevant that the method of working is productive of 
results, but the reasoning as to why it works is most important. Our Toronto 
group had not seriously looked at the English experiments until after they 
had had a whole year of meditation and group working, and this clearly 
paid off when the method of approach was changed — already the group 
were in complete rapport, and able to go straight from there, and it seems 
as if this is necessary. 

Batcheldor and Brookes-Smith were concentrating on actual physical phe
nomena, the Toronto group on an invented entity, but again this fits in with 
the philosophy of reasoning that if everyone in the group believes that some
thing will happen, then it does indeed happen. 
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Several basic points emerged. One does have to believe implicitly that 
the phenomena can happen, and will happen, and not be surprised when 
something unusual does happen. A . K . Talbot says ( 1 9 6 5 ) t h e 
psychical researcher, while carrying out his investigation, cannot afford the 
luxury of a neutral and unbiased attitude if he wishes to advance beyond the 
vicious circle of endless repetition of half-satisfactory experiments which 
are the usual reward of the half-convinced experimenter. He should identify 
himself and become at one with the psychical situation by adopting, in the 
way of a working hypothesis, as it were, a whole hearted acceptance of the 
phenomena at their face value, regardless of how much this deliberate act of 
acceptance may outrage his intellectual convictions". Talbot, of course, 
qualifies this advice with the admonition: "While thus acting as a whole
hearted believer, keep a corner of your mind alert, watchful, and unemot
ional, avoiding all partisanship. A pretty little piece of mental acrobatics!". 
The attitude which Talbot thinks appropriate is illustrated by the reaction 
of the Brookes-Smith and Hunt group (1970, p. 279) when a chair moved 
telekinetically. The watchers did not react with astonishment, but rather in 
speculation on how to use the force then manifested (which was gentler 
than they had with their table) in order to have better controlled experi
ments. Brookes-Smith says that the group exhibited psychological "poise", 
and that such poise appears to be necessary for this type of experiment. 

The Toronto group found that if they became too intense in their ques
tioning, or too concentrated, the raps became feebler, and more erratic. 
Also it would seem that, speaking metaphorically, just as one can create a 
positive "thought-form" one can just as easily dispel it. (This is analogous 
to what is said by Zolar (1970), though he conceives of a thought form or 
pseudo-ghost as having an objective though transient reality, whereas we 
are using the term merely as a figure of speech.) Our group on one occasion 
demonstrated the unstable nature of Philip. Answers to questions were 
somewhat erratic, and the phenomena were slow in coming on this evening. 
Philip would not respond to commands, and one member of the group 
said "Well , Philip, if you won't co-operate, we can send you away you 
know"; subsequently on that evening the phenomena almost disappeared 
completely, and it was necessary to reinforce the group's belief in Philip and 
the phenomena for the raps and movements to return. 

The Toronto group has not been working as long as the Brookes-Smith 
group and, as stated, it was specifically laid down that no member had 
claim to psychic power or ability, and so this group has not reproduced all 
the phenomena that the Brookes-Smith group has. However, many things 
that have happened in Toronto strikingly resemble those that the two Eng
lish groups report, so that one is able to say with certainty that here is, in 
fact, a repeatable parapsychological experiment — unlikely as it may seem. 
In a later publication, points of similarity will be detailed at greater length. 
It is clear that in some way that we cannot yet understand a group of people 
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can create a thought-directed force which can be expressed in a physical 
way — i.e., produce noise, or move objects. I think we have proved this 
can be done by any random group of people, provided they can condition 
themselves psychologically to produce this effect. 

The Toronto group has much more to do in the way of experimentation, 
and many of the English experiments should be repeated. Many variations 
of this experiment could also be done, and would prove very interesting. 

We are indebted tremendously to Batcheldor and the Brookes-Smith 
and Hunt groups not only for their very clear exposition of their own ex
periments, but for giving us the faith and belief that we could repeat their 
work, and so produce the repeatable parapsychological experiment, with 
many implications both for psychology and psychical research, especially 
psychokinesis. 
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Intuitive Archaeology: 
A Psychic Approach 

J. N . Emerson, M . A . , Ph.D. 

ABSTRACT: Extensive work with a psychic sensitive untrained in archa
eology shows that with a high degree of reliability he can supply information 
concerning ancient North American Indian artifacts and locate archaeologi
cal sites. Telepathy from living persons seems inadequate as an explanation. 

"Intuition" can be usefully defined as the immediate knowing or learning 
of something without the conscious use of reasoning. 

It is my conviction that I have received knowledge about archaeological 
artifacts and archaeological sites from a psychic informant who relates this 
information to me without any evidence of the conscious use of reasoning. 

M y psychic informant, who at the present time wishes to remain anony
mous, is named George. I presented George with a fragment of an artifact 
excavated from the Black Creek site located in Metropolitan Toronto. He 
held the fragment in his hand, contemplated it, fondled it, and meditated 
upon it at length. He then correctly told me that it was a pipe stem; told me 
the age of the site, the location of the site; he described how the pipe was 
manufactured; described the maker and provided details about the com
munity and living conditions. He then took pencil and paper in hand and 
drew a picture of the pipe bowl which he stated belonged to the broken 
pipe stem. 

I was fascinated and impressed because I immediately recognized that 
he had clearly drawn a picture of a typical Iroquois Conical Ring Bowl pipe. 
This type of pipe was one of the popular types recovered from the Black 
Creek site; and is one of the predominant types to be found in Middle 
Iroquois times. 

I next gave George a fragmented human effigy pipe bowl recovered from 
the shore of Bass Lake, near Orillia, Ontario. George again provided me 
with a wealth of information about this artifact related to its age, location, 
function, and details about its general setting and location. Once again he 
took pencil and paper and drew a picture of the modelled human effigy 
head which he stated had been broken off the edge of the pipe bowl. 

Again, fascinated and impressed, I immediately recognized the drawing 
as that of a typical Huron Pinch-faced Human Effigy. This pipe is charac
teristic of late prehistoric and historic sites in the Simcoe County area. 
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It was experiences such as these which led me to pursue my studies with 
George, and as will become evident, of George. I have now been pursuing 
this research intermittently for some two years and am convinced that 
George is providing me with information upon Indian prehistory that is 
accurate about eighty per cent (80%) of the time and that this knowledge 
is the product of George's intuition. 

To present this case, I have sought the answers to five complex questions: 

1. Has George gained this knowledge by study? 
2. If not, does George read my mind? 
3. If not, does George receive information by mental telepathy? 
4. Is George always correct in his statements? 
5. Can his statements be verified? 

To return to question 1: has George gained this knowledge by study? 
The answer is definitely, no. 

George has a minimum of formal education. During the Great Depres
sion, he left school to go to work. George is not an avid reader. He has 
done little reading about Indians and has been exposed to no in-depth 
reading about the Ontario Iroquois. He states that he only visited the Royal 
Ontario Museum once and was disturbed by "the mummies". 

George would concur in my statement that in the field of Iroquois pre
history, he is both uneducated and uninformed. I would stress that it is 
the very truth of this fact that gives both strength and evidence to the con
clusion that his statements are intuitive; that is, they are in essence the 
product of intuition, immediate knowing without the conscious use of rea
soning. 

Incidentally, by the use of the terms "uneducated" and "uninformed", I 
do not wish to convey the impression that George is an ignorant, tongue-
tied, dull oaf. He is not. He is a warm, intelligent, and thoughtful human 
being. He is my friend. He is just not cluttered up and overlaid with ped
antic and restrictive book learning. His knowledge is definitely not the 
result of scholarly study. 
2. Does George read my mind? 

The answer to this question is, I believe, no. I hasten to add, that if he 
were doing this, and no more, it would be a phenomenon worth of study 
and investigation. 

George does tell me things that coincide with my own knowledge and 
thus could be simply reading my mind; but he also makes statements of 
new knowledge, and statements which disagree with my knowledge and 
expectations. These areas of new knowledge and of disagreement suggest 
to me that George is doing much more than just reading my mind. 

I offer two examples: the first deals with new knowledge. In response 
to a newspaper article about George, a lady wrote to me that she had an 
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old coin that she would like to know about if possible. She mailed the 
coin to me from the town of Markstay. The location of this town was un
known to me, and I did not mention the name to George. 

The coin was of the George III vintage and literally could have come from 
anywhere in the World. He clearly identified the finder and the loser of the 
coin. When I asked him where it was found, he immediately said, "Sudbury, 
North Bay, Callender". The next day I checked the atlas and Markstay 
was located twenty miles east of Sudbury, and sixty miles west of North 
Bay and Callender. To me this was an identification of great accuracy. 
George could not have learned this from me; and, of course, he did not 
mention Markstay, per se. 

The next example involves an area of disagreement. George and I visited 
the prehistoric Iroquois Quackenbush village site, north of Peterborough, 
Ontario. Among other things, George told me that these people did not 
cultivate corn, beans, and squash. I found it hard to accept the idea that 
they did not have these traditional Iroquois crops. The investigating archa
eologist assured me that they had recovered abundant evidence of corn, 
beans, squash, and sunflower seeds. A t this point it appeared that George 
was wrong. The thought then came to mind, that, perhaps they had obtain
ed their vegetables by trade from the south, rather than by local cultivation. 
George had stressed their trade in hides; and the investigating archaeologist 
felt that he could make a good case for trade in stone. 

I then had soil samples taken and studied for pollen grains. This study 
revealed one problematical corn pollen grain. This did not seem to argue 
for local cultivation. This was especially suggested by the relative abound-
ance of pollen evidence of various trees, plants, and grasses. A t this point, 
it would seem that George was correct. However, I do not feel that the j 
pollen studies have been extensive enough to be conclusive. They must be ! 
further expanded. 

Thus, these examples, involving new knowledge and disagreement, will I 
hope serve to demonstrate that George is doing much more than just reading i 
my mind. i 
3. Is George receiving his information by some form of mental telepathy? ; 

Cases of mental telepathy are abundantly documented. George could ; 
be subconsciously receiving messages from the lady in Markstay, or from 
the Quackenbush investigating archaeologist. But in most cases of telepathy i 
the sender is usually named, or otherwise identified or suspected. There was 
nothing of this kind in George's statements. 

The strongest argument against mental telepathy of the more usual kind, 
is the fact that the bulk of George's statements relate to a very dim and i 
distant past. They relate to a period of anywhere from five or six centuries, ! 
to five or six thousand years ago. It almost seems as if he is receiving tele-' ' 
pathic information from people who were there at the time, and who had j 
specific information about those times. j 
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It is difficult to even begin to offer a comprehensive, or even a compre
hensible explanation of the above phenomena. They certainly involve more 
than traditional mental telepathy. 

I have explanatory thoughts of my own; but at this point in my studies, 
it would seem most prudent to reserve judgment for the future. 

Much of the answer must ultimately lie in the understanding of George. 
Certain processes are clear to me; his statements are the crystalization of 
selected auditory and visual images available to him. 

One further fact about George must be noted; that is, his extreme sen
sitivity to the artifacts that he handles. He describes them as hot or cold; 
alive or dead. This is apparently a temperature assessment. The older, the 
colder. The fact that his age assessments are quite accurate, stands as proof 
of this sensitivity. 

The questions raised by the above statement are multitudinous, and the 
avenues of possible research, study, and documentation are legion. 
4. Is George always right? 

The answer here is, again, definitely: no. George is not always right. 
I have suggested that his accuracy is about eighty per cent. This figure I 
hope to gradually refine and understand. 

The real answer to the question must be seen in terms of George's hum
anity. Some days he is tired, disinterested, distracted, or perhaps even 
frightened. Such factors will decrease his accuracy or even delay or put off 
an interview. In the case of a barette studied, his report bore no relationship 
to the facts. It would appear that neither George, nor his sources of in
formation are infallible. 

As is the case with other psychics, George is a specialist. He is not really 
interested in student's barettes and old coins; he is interested in Indians, and 
it is in this area that his pronouncements prove out most accurately, and the 
area in which he exhibits the most interest and enthusiasm. 
5. Can his ability be tested and verified? 

The answer to this is definitely, yes. I have already done a great deal of 
this and hope to see the results presented in book form for comment and 
study. 

But the real crunch comes in endeavouring to cope with George's exca
vation advice. George not only deals with artifacts but he is sensitive to 
archaeological sites. Upon a site, he almost quivers and comes alive like a 
sensitive bird dog scenting the prey. He has given me enough advice on 
where to dig, and what I will find, to keep me busy for a decade. 

A t the same time, George's statements can be tested against published 
site reports, ethnohistoric, and ethnological knowledge. 

This then is Intuitive Archaeology, A Psychic Approach. It is a new ap
proach, and it offers a new source of knowledge about man's prehistory. 

In this area of parapsychological research, I ponder my next steps. In 
my first encounters with George, I responded with what I choose to call an 
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open minded skepticism. Since that time my study and immersion in things 
parapsychological has been diverse, intensive, and ever broadening. My 
initial feelings of discovery, uniqueness, and I assure you, of aloneness, 
and a sense of mission that my role was to demonstrate, document, and 
reveal to the world the reality of George's intuitive ability and with it the 
verification of his knowledge, has now taken a continuing, but secondary 
priority. 

I am now aware that scientists and scholars of all kinds, psychologists, 
doctors, biologists, botanists, physicists, chemists, authors, and churchmen 
of all creeds, in all parts of the world, are emerging with new and vital 
interpretations and data which have elevated the discipline and study of 
the parapsychological to the realm of the acceptable, the analysable, and 
the inferential. This was a considerable revelation to one so innocent. 

Moreover it became vividly evident that their broad shared aim seemed 
to be to contribute to the understanding of man, his nature, his universe, 
and perhaps even to his ultimate purpose. 

By means of the intuitive and parapsychological a whole new vista of 
man and his past stands ready to be grasped. As an anthropologist and as 
an archaeologist trained in these fields, it makes sense to me to seize the 
opportunity to pursue and study the data thus provided. This should take 
first priority. 

Department of Anthropology, 
University of Toronto. 1 March 1973. 
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The "Rim" Aura: an Optical Illusion; 
a Genuine but Non-psychic perception 

A . R . G . Owen M . A . , Ph.D., and G . A . V . Morgan, M . A . , Ph.D. 

ABSTRACT: Experiments show that under appropriate lighting conditions 
almost any person can, with a minimum of training, "see" a narrow "aura" 
around the head of any other person, or around his own head if viewed in 
a mirror. 

It is argued that this is not a paranormal or psychic perception but an 
optical illustion. An explanation is offered. 

Judgement is reserved as to the status of the large auras seen by some 
aura-viewers. 

1. Introduction 
(Sections 1 through 4 are by A . R . G . O . Section 5 is by G . A . V . M . ) 

In a previous paper (Owen, 1972), I reported a preliminary study which 
listed the descriptions which various subjects gave of one person's "aura" 
(that of the "target person" whose code name is T41). It was difficult to 
reduce the observations to any kind of order and no conclusions were 
reached, the greater part of the paper mentioned being devoted to an ac
count of a somewhat different series of observations relating to the mani
festation of a kind of force-field about an angle-iron. However in the course 
of the experiments I noticed that a number of people when viewing target 
persons in a subdued light definitely saw a kind of narrow halo around 
the heads (and often around the necks, shoulders, and arms), of the tar
gets. This halo was a kind of misty band, usually about an inch wide, basic
ally grey or colourless, sometimes showing a mild degree of luminosity. 
Some of the subjects who saw this band or halo had attended lectures else
where on aura-viewing and they called the band a " r im" or "prana" aura. 

The Sanskirt word prana, which means "breath" is interpreted by 
Theosophists and others as "life-energy". According to Theosophical doc
trine a person's physical body is interpenetrated by a more subtle body 
called the "etheric double" which is supposed to be the vehicle for the 
prana-energy which sustains life. Judging by Powell's book (1925), theoso
phists appear to accept the existence of a system of human auras essentially 
the same as that claimed by Kilner (1911). Kilner believed that the etheric 
double was very slightly larger than the physical body so that it protruded 
a little and could be seen as a dark band between one sixteenth and one 
eighth of an inch wide, which follows the contour of the body. What Kilner 
called the "true aura" is seen outside the etheric double. According to Kilner 
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the true aura consists of two distinct regions. The "inner aura" is the one next 
to the etheric double and, said Kilner, is of a uniform width of about three 
inches. The "outer aura" commences at the edge of the inner aura and is 
several inches wide. 

Although my subjects applied the term "prana-aura" to it, clearly the 
"rim-aura" which they saw cannot be the etheric double. Also the "rim-aura" 
seemed too narrow to be identified at all reliably with Kilner's "inner aura". 
I therefore decided to investigate the "rim-aura" as a phenomenon on its 
own without attempting to correlate it with any existing doctrines or 
theories. 

2. "Seeing" the "rim-aura" 
In the early series of experiments I had carefully abstained from attempt

ing to "see" any auras so that, when an opportunity for a more narrowly 
defined piece of research suggested itself, I might be able to address myself 
to it with a fresh mind uncluttered with acquired prejudices or autosugges
tions. I had noticed however, that my rim-aura-viewers "saw" the "rim-
aura" most distinctly when the target person was a foot or two in front of a 
uniform background which could be of any colour so long as it was fairly 
uniformly lighted. I had also noted that my subjects saw the rim-aura most 
distinctly when the target person had a smooth-lying head of hair rather 
than exuberant waves or curls, or projecting wisps of hair which tend to 
produce a hazy appearance around the cranium. I therefore adopted the 
habit of looking at the heads of people who happened to be situated ap
propriately for the experiment and were endowed with the right sort of hair. 

M y method was to look at the apex of the head, then to look beyond it, 
towards the wall behind the target. I did not, however, retain the wall in 
focus; the outline of the target's cranium was seen sharply and well-defined. 
However, after a very short time I would, on each occasion, "see" a band 
about an inch wide adjacent to the target person's hair and following the 
outline of the head. Sometimes it would extend round the side of the head 
and down the neck. Here it might have a somewhat greater width, perhaps 
two inches, so that it tended to "fill in" the concavity between the temple 
and shoulder of the target person. The appearance was fairly stable. Once 
it had come into view it would usually only disappear momentarily and 
then return. The band which is "seen" is essentially colourless but has a 
kind of luminosity which is surprising and hard to describe to anyone who 
has not yet "seen" it. After being observed for a minute or so it can become 
very bright indeed. The experience is quite astonishing. 

The circumstances in which I "saw" the "rim-aura" were such as to 
suggest to me rather strongly that I was experiencing something of the same 
nature as an optical or visual illusion. In that case I was not seeing an act
ual physical or non-physical object associated with my target person's head, 
i.e. I was not seeing something in the ordinary sense. I have therefore used 
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the words "seeing" and "saw" in quotes to distinguish the experience from 
that of seeing an ordinary object. However, I retain the everyday word see 
because in my opinion the experience is a genuine perception in the sense 
that the wellknown optical illusions listed by Luckiesh (1965) and Tolansky 
(1964) are genuine perceptions even though they are incorrect perceptions 
of the physical objects present. It would be convenient to have a better word 
than "perception" — a term which involves philosophers of science in many 
serious difficulties (see Mundle, 1971). However nothing seems to be avail
able. I therefore use the term "genuine perception" to indicate a real visual 
experience as opposed to a pure hallucination — an experience inexplicable 
in terms of visual physiology. The reader can easily satisfy himself that there 
can be a genuine perception which is also an incorrect perception, by con
sidering the example of a stick partly immersed in water. It is "seen" as 
bent; this is a perfectly genuine perception but an incorrect one, because 
the stick is not actually bent. 

The "seeing" of a rim-aura does not, as far as I can ascertain, appear to 
be listed among optical illusions nor to be mentioned in books on visual 
physiology such as Pirenne (1967) or Gregory (1966). Possibly it is known 
to opthalmologists and to visual physiologists. If so it does not seem to 
have been brought to the attention of their lay brothers. If my hypothesis is 
correct and the phenomenon has not been noticed previously, it would seem 
worthy of professional study. At this stage I did not attempt to discover the 
basis of the rim-aura illusion. It seemed to me however, that contrast was 
the most important factor. This conclusion was reinforced by the fact that 
when I looked at fairheaded persons against a darker background a thin 
dark band interposed itself between the contour of the cranium and the 
lighter rim-aura. This phenomenon may be the explanation of Kilner's 
observation of the etheric double, as he observed his patients naked against 
a dark background. To test the hypothesis of optical illusion I chose as a 
target a large toy panda bear with nylon fur. The forehead and cranium 
are a very pure white and the ears large and black. If contrast played a part 
in generating the rim-aura illustion this experiment was well adapted to 
show it, as in fact, it did. The "rim-aura" around the black ears was about 
an inch wide and particularly light and luminous. However next to the pure 
white cranium was a narrow band of colourlessness that looked dark and 
grey in comparison with the lighter "rim-aura". The "rim-aura" was lumin
ous and again about an inch wide. The dark band between it and the cran
ium seemed about a third of an inch in width. 

The fact that an inanimate object had a rim-aura as bright or brighter 
than that "seen" on a human tended to confirm that, irrespective of the 
nature of other kinds of auras that some observers may see, the rim-aura 
is a simple optical effect and in no way paranormal. However there are 
objections to this simple argument which are entitled to consideration. One 
objection is of no weight. It is said that inorganic objects have auras, though 
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small ones; vegetables have larger ones, and animals larger auras still. But 
if the rim-aura is an optical effect the seeing of an aura around the peri
phery of an inanimate object proves nothing, as it is exactly what we would 
expect to happen. Another objection would argue that the panda bear being 
of somewhat humanoid form and being (by psychological projection as a 
family favourite) already endowed with a "personality" the seeing of "his" 
aura resulted from autosuggestion. I disposed of this possibility by obser
ving a variety of other objects such as black square picture frames looked 
at in the kind of lighting conditions already described. In each case a rim-
aura appeared with the same properties as the rim-aura "seen" on target 
persons. The third objection is slightly more troublesome. It is said that 
handling of an object will cause it to be contaminated by the aura-producing 
energy of the person who handles it. On this hypothesis the aura round an 
inaminate object may be a "contamination-aura". M y own answer to this 
objection is a simple one. The rim-aura seen on the bear and the picture 
frames were brighter and more distinct than those on people, and constant 
over many repetitions of the experiment, separated by intervals of time 
during which there was minimum handling of the objects. This finding is a 
strong argument against the effect being contamination-aura. 

The rim-aura also agrees with the characteristics of optical illusions in 
that the latter are just as striking when the objects or diagrams are viewed 
in a mirror. I found that rim-auras, whether of myself or of another target, 
can be seen just as easily in a mirror as when viewed direct. 

3. The auras of hands 
Kilner believed that the aura was a real physical object — a kind of efflu

vium or radiation given out by the body. He thought also that it was seen 
by normal vision which at most differed from the sight of the average person 
only by a perceptivity extended slightly into the ultra-violet range. He re
commended as initial training in seeing the aura that one should spread 
out one's hands with palms facing one and the fingers separated. The tips 
of corresponding fingers of the two hands were to be brought together, mid
dle finger to middle finger, and ring finger to ring finger etc. Kilner said that 
if the hands are now drawn slowly apart greyish bands will be seen stretch
ing between the tips of corresponding fingers. I verified this for myself and 
found the effect immediately visible and very striking. During relative mot
ion of the two hands the bands very much resemble elastic bands made of 
colourless nothingness. 

It seemed to me that this effect was also an optical illusion. I cannot find 
a precise parallel in the literature of optical illusions. However I found 
something relevant in a book by Taylor (1964) to which my attention was 
drawn by Mr . Lome Henwood. In the section Objective Wholeness Taylor 
shows series of black circles on a white ground. I see the white areas be
tween adjacent circles as greyer than the rest of the background. It would 
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seem to be a natural tendency for the eye to "fil l- in". Interestingly enough 
I noticed, independently of Kilner, that sometimes one's attention shifts 
from the bands joining corresponding fingers to that one sees a cross formed 
by a band joining the middle finger of one hand to the ring finger of the 
other and vice versa. The two sets of bands form an unstable figure. Such 
figures supply a very wellknown group of optical illusions. However I found 
it easy to render the figure stable so that I could retain both the cross and 
the lateral bands in view simultaneously. I also verified two other obser
vations of Kilner. These are: a greyish "colourlessness" surrounding the 
hand and filling in the angles between spread-out fingers: bands extending 
from the tips of the separated fingers of one hand when held in the same 
plane as the other hand, and pointing at the edge of the other hand at a 
separation of 1 y4 ins. or less. 

As I believed that all of these effects were essentially optical, I tested 
the matter by making two fairly accurate pairs of cardboard profiles to 
imitate the outline of my hands. One pair was of white and the other of grey 
cardboard. A l l the above observations made with real hands were immed
iately verified with the cardboard hands, white and grey. Ellison (1962) 
gives a brief opinion on the origin of the bands seen between corresponding 
fingers. Like myself, he regards them as an optical effect. He says they 
are due to "random movements of the eyes, fatigue, and to persistence of 
vision". (Compare Dr. Morgan's comments in section 5). To verify that 
the bands between cardboard hands are not due to contamination-aura it is 
sufficent to imitate fingers with pencils or pens obtained in a box from a 
stationer and so relatively free from human handling. 

4. Tests with several subjects 

4.1. Hands: real and cardboard 
On two occasions I invited groups of subjects to hold out their hands 

with palms facing them and tips of corresponding fingers touching. I asked 
them to draw the two hands apart slowly and look into the space between 
the hands and afterwards write down silently what, if anything, they had 
seen. M y purpose was to direct their attention to the area between the two 
hands while minimizing suggestion as to what they should see. Fortunately 
the subjects were quite ignorant of what had been written on the topic by 
Kilner and by Bagnall (1970). To my surprise several of the subjects first 
noted the aura around the contour of the hands before "seeing" the bands. 
This tended to reassure me that I had not overly led them by suggestion. 
The experiment was repeated with cardboard hands. The table summarizes 
the results. A plus (+) indicates that the subject saw the aura or bands, a 
blank indicates that they made no report of seeing the object in question 
(aura or bands), while a minus (—) indicates that either spontaneously or 
when so asked at the end of the experiment the subject made a positive 
statement that he had not seen the object. 
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Number of Real hands Cardboard hands 
subjects Aura Bands Aura Bands 

4 + + + — 
1 + + — — 
2 + + + 
1 + + — 
1 + + 
1 — — 

It will be seen that very few subjects saw bands between the ringers of the 
cardboard hands. I can only record my own conviction that they would have 
seen them if I had directed their attention more emphatically. If so, I do not 
think it would have been a response to suggestion only but a genuine per
ception. However, I abstained from so doing in order to avoid acquiring 
data which might be suspected of originating as the result of imposed sug
gestion. The fact that auras were seen spontaneously around the cardboard 
hands is, to my mind, convincing proof that the auras seen by the subjects 
around the real hands are a visual illusion. 

4.2. Comparison between panda bear and human targets 
A total of 24 subjects participated in experiments designed to compare 

what they saw when looking at the panda bear and when looking at human 
targets. The subjects were present in groups at four different meetings. As 
it was important to avoid them influencing one another by suggestion they 
were instructed not to say aloud what they might see. Instead they were 
each given a sheet of paper on which was printed the outline of a human 
figure and asked to sketch the shape of any appearance they might see, and 
annotate it with any additional description they might wish to add. Of the 
24 subjects, 21 were unacquainted with any "lore" or doctrines concerning 
auras, and 18 of them had never had the experience (spontaneously or after 
instruction) of "seeing" anything in the nature of an aura. Three of the 21 
(the subject) where code names T19, T66, and T77) were equally innocent 
of knowledge of theories of the aura, but each of them had on rare occa
sions "seen" appearances around or over other people's heads. They did not 
claim that these appearances were auras; they merely enquired of me 
whether they could have been auras. I replied that this was one of the things 
we hoped to find out. Besides the 21 subjects already mentioned was a 
subject T35 who has a genuine claim to be a person with psi abilities. She 
also regards herself as an aura-viewer. Another subject U74 (a friend and 
to some extent a pupil of T35) also claimed regularly to see auras. The 
remaining subject U64 made no claim to psychic talent though it appeared 
that she has had several spontaneous experiences that she thought were psy
chic ones. She was however greatly interested in the fact that as a general 
rule she saw coloured surrounds to most objects, including both inanimate 
ones such as picture frames and animate ones such as animals, and humans. 
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So far as could be ascertained she did not seem to be asquainted with any 
of the various doctrines concerning auras. 

A t each of the four experimental sessions the subjects looked once at the 
bear and once at each of one or more target persons. The order of presen
tation of the targets including the bear was randomized. The targets were 
viewed as nearly as possible in the same position and lighting conditions. 
When the bear was used it was arranged so that the top of its head was at 
the average level occupied by the craniums of the target persons. I des
cribed my method for "seeing" auras and said that some observers seemed 
able to see auras around both animate and inanimate objects. I gave no 
indication of what the subjects might expect to see. Any attempt at rend
ering the methodology more formal still would have made the whole in
vestigation extremely tedious and would, in my opinion, have yielded very 
little gain in experimental rigour. 

In relation to what they "saw" the 24 subjects fall into seven fairly dis
tinguishable groups as follows. 

Group 1: One subject (U73) saw nothing on the bear or on target per
sons. This was the subject who previously had seen nothing on real or card
board hands. The oldest of the subjects, he may be suspected of being too 
set in his habits of visual perception to adapt readily to a new situation. 

Group 2: One subject (T73) saw a rim-aura on target persons but nothing 
on the bear. It seemed as if she failed to give the bear a fair chance. She 
said; "There's nothing on the bear; that's dead", and, so far as I could tell, 
did not really "look" at it. 

Group 3: Four subjects saw a luminous aura (which appeared from their 
descriptions to be essentially the same as I saw) around the black ears of 
the bear, but nothing along its white cranium. On target persons they saw 
a rim-aura very similar to that seen by myself. 

Group 4: Eleven subjects; exactly as Group 3 except that they also saw 
dark rim-auras along the bear's white cranium. 

Group 5: Four subjects (U63, T19, T66, T77); Three of these saw a rim-
aura on both the black and white parts of the bear, but one saw it only 
on the black ears. A l l four saw the rim-aura on target persons. These 
subjects differ from Groups 3 and 4 only in that each saw an aura, larger 
and more elaborate than the rim-aura and coloured, on at least one of the 
target persons. (A different person for each subject). These four subjects 
are all critical and unimpressionable persons. 

Group 6: Two subjects (U64 and U74). On the bear these subjects saw 
only a rim-aura, but on all the target persons that they looked at they "saw" 
large auras with elaborate patterns of colour. As mentioned above U74 can 
be regarded as T35's pupil and for all we know to the contrary may have 
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come to the experiment thoroughly indoctrinated in "lore" concerning auras, 
so that what he "saw" might be the product of autosuggestion. The fact that 
he saw only a rim-aura on the bear could be ascribed to the cancelling of 
an auto-suggestive tendency by intelligence. It is interesting however that he 
described it in his written notes as an "energy-field". 
U64 has been mentioned above and I have no positive evidence to support 
an assumption that her observations result from autosuggestion. 

Group 7: One subject (T35 mentioned above) "saw" equally large auras, 
bigger than the rim aura, and in very variegated colour patterns, over and 
around the heads and torsos of all targets including the bear. This result, 
as it stands, cannot at this stage be exempted from the charge of autosug
gestion though clearly it would be improper to assert that it derives entirely 
from autosuggestion. 

4.3 The experimenter's conclusions 

I think that my results admit of the following firm conclusion. The major
ity of people are capable of seeing the rim-aura in a form very smiliar to my 
own experience of it. In appropriate lighting this can be achieved without 
autosuggestion by following the very simple method described in Section 3 
above. This "rim-aura" appertains equally to inanimate and animate objects. 
It is therefore, in my opinion, a normal human perception of the status of 
a visual illusion. It may be asked why the rim-aura is not common know
ledge. This is because of the necessary lighting conditions and the slight 
amount of "dr i l l " that has to be gone through to "see" it. Mrs. Adrienne 
Henwood performed a very simple experiment which is highly instructive. 
She told us to look at a lighted candle and see what we could "see". The 
whole group independently saw a magnificent "aura" of light of about two 
foot radius surrounding the flame. This is not usually "seen" unless we are 
looking for what can be "seen". The same holds for the "rim-auras". 

If, as I believe, the "rim-aura" is a genuine perception, though technically 
speaking an incorrect one, it implies that when people tell us they can see 
auras, we are not at liberty to assume that what they see is the product of 
imagination or autosuggestion, because they may have been seeing the "rim-
aura" and therefore having an objective experience. 

The moral of this is that when people describe the experience of seeing 
auras larger than the rim aura and more colourful we are not at liberty to 
assume without other evidence or experiments that their experience is pure 
imagination or auto-suggestion. The subject of aura perception has there
fore to be kept open as an important piece of research which is by no means 
trivial either in its implications or with regard to the methods for investigat
ing it, which are indeed, likely to be very difficult. M y results however in
dicate very clearly that this research should concern itself only with "sight
ings" of what we may call "mega-auras", appearances larger and more 
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colourful than the rim-aura which I have shown to be a normal human 
perception. 

A s a tentative finding I conclude from the present investigation that a 
proportion of people (a) as exemplified by my Group 5, (b) by my subject 
U64, do, either regularly or intermittently, "see" mega-auras, and (prob
ably) do not see them purely in consequence of autosuggestion. Possible 
causes of mega-aura perception have been listed by Tart (1972). These are: 
(a) anomalies of the visual apparatus (i.e. eyes, optic nerves, brain, etc). 
(Incidentally I would like to differ from Dr. Tart's use of term projection 
in reference to these cases, as it is already used in psychology with a more 
circumscribed meaning); (b) a dramatization of intuitions which the aura-
viewer receives concerning the personality of the target person. (I take the 
word dramatization from Professor Ellison's paper). In principle there are 
two possible sources for such intuitions — ordinary psychological percep
tion and "psychic" impressions. Cases in which the latter is true would 
approximate to "clairvoyant" perception of the aura which is sometimes 
claimed to happen. 

In my experiments I gained the impression that the wearing of spec
tacles was quite irrelevant to perception of the rim-aura. Among mega-aura-
viewers particular interest attached to the case of the subject U64. She does 
not wear spectacles and as far as she is aware here eyes are perfectly nor
mal. A t my request Professor John A . Parker of the Department of 
Opthalmology of the University of Toronto kindly gave her a very thorough 
opthalmological examination. He reported that so far as he could ascer
tain her visual apparatus and its functioning were entirely free of any defect 
or abnormality. This intriguing result suggests that the problem of why 
some people see mega-auras is a subtle one whose definitive elucidation is 
likely to be a lengthy and difficult enterprise. 

Perception of rim-auras, however, clearly lies within the domain of normal 
visual physiology. Only after completing the experiments did I show my 
account of them to Dr. Morgan. In the next section he offers an explana
tion in terms of recently discovered properties of the retina and the visual 
cortex of the brain. 

Almost all of the experimental subjects saw the rim-aura on an inanimate 
object. We think this proves decisively that the rim-aura is an ordinary vis
ual phenomenon with no implications for "psychic perception" or the exis
tence of strange "energies". However, the fact that two subjects who were 
mega-aura-viewers saw no mega-aura on the panda bear is of itself insuffi-
cent to prove that in other conditions they (or other viewers) could not 
see mega-auras on inanimate targets. This is because a natural tendency to 
perceive a mega-aura around any contour might have been suppressed by 
a counter autosuggestion. It still lies therefore within the realm of conceiv
able possibilities that the mega-aura phenomenon has a purely physiological 
explanation (though I do not claim that this is so). In this connection we 
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might note that in addition to glaucoma (as mentioned by Dr. Morgan) 
there exist at least two conditions (both physiologically determined) in 
which coloured patterns are added to what is objectively visible. Pressure 
on the eyeball generates rings and other irridescent patterns. Coloured fring
es are generated around the images of objects when the percipient ingests 
substances such as L S D , mescalin, or even marijuana products (Tart, 1972). 
Possibly therefore the mega-aura has a physiological cause. 

5. An explanation of the rim-aura (by G . A . V . M . ) 
There is no such thing as a simple sensation; the eye does not act as a 

camera merely thransmitting a message to the brain. The retina of the eye 
and the visual cortex of the brain together form a complex system for in
terpreting visual stimuli. 

It is now known (Pedler, 1970) that the retina is a complex arrangement 
of elements comprising the visually sensitive cells, the nerves or ganglia 
leading from them, as well as a whole network of nerve tissue. In fact there 
is not just one connection of a nerve cell with one light-sensitive element 
but a rich interconnection with nerves which (curiously enough) lie on the 
outside surface of the retina, rather than below the surface. This network 
acts as a switchboard connecting together a number of visual elements in 
such a way that if one light-sensitive cell is stimulated there will be an over
flow to other elements sometimes after a brief time-lag. The network is so 
arranged as to safeguard against failure by any one element. If a light-
sensitive cell should respond in the absence of stimulation the network 
compensates by, as it were, "taking a vote" of other elements and thus 
checks that there is, in fact, no stimulus. Similarly, if an element fails to 
respond to an actual stimulus a response will nonetheless occur by majority 
vote of the cells in the vicinity. 

The important point is that the retina is not just something which pass
ively receives a mosaic of sensation. It initiates the work of organizing and 
interpreting visual stimulation in terms of lines, contours and movement. 
The visual cortex of the brain continues this analysis: it does not passively 
receive a mosaic as a film in a camera does but relates stimuli to one an
other, classifies them, and begins to interpret visual experiences in terms 
of lines, movement, etc. The amount of duplication and "redundancy" in 
both cortex and retina ensures that the message of the visual stimulus is 
not lost or rendered confused but is kept stable. These facts help to explain 
how we have clear and apparently stationary perceptions even though the 
eye is in motion relative to the objects it is viewing. 

Another important property of the eye is its habit of making tiny move
ments so as to "scan" whatever it is looking at. Because of this scanning 
the image of something seen is moving to and fro across a narrow band of 
sensitive elements. The elements at the edge or contour of the image thus 
receive stimulation of fluctuating intensity — oscillating between high and 
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low. This fluctuation seems to be important for effective vision; if the image 
is kept fixed on one area of the retina, the percipient will soon report that 
it fades or breaks into fragments. The more organized and meaningful the 
shape of the object (e.g. a square), the more likely it is, however, that the 
image will resist dissolution into meaninful fragments. It is clear, from this 
kind of evidence, that the eye has a dynamic approach to the image, and 
that it is quite wrong to think of the image of an edge or a contour as being 
a fixed, stationary, or simple kind of thing. 

What is significant for us is the human eye's capacity to recognize and 
interpret contour, i.e. an edge, line, or enclosure by a boundary which is 
much darker (or lighter) than the surrounding areas. This is a quite primi
tive capacity and is found even in very young children. Electrical recordings 
from cells in the retina show sharp jumps in voltage in those cells which 
are on the boundary of the image, i.e. the edge crosses them. More pre
cisely the edge will be continually moving over a band of cells which are 
however, connected with more distant cells which are being stimulated dif
ferently (e.g. from brighter areas of the perceived object). Probably con
nected with this are the "field effects" first noted by the Gestalt psycholo
gists (Koffka, 1935; Kohler, 1947), but which do not seem to have re
ceived any physiological explanation. White areas inside a well-marked 
contour look darker than those outside the boundary. The total effect is one 
of contrast between two equally bright areas. This is a visual perception 
not under the percipient's control and it obviously does not reflect the physi
cal reality; as Dr. Owen would say, it is a genuine but incorrect perception. 

The greater the inequality in stimulation (i.e. light-dark contrast between 
the edge and the surrounding field), the sharper the contrast effect will be. 
The situation described by Dr. Owen in which a smooth-lying head of hair 
is viewed against a brighter background is propitious for the manifestation 
of this effect. On account of scanning motion by the eye the image of the 
contour is constantly shifting on the retina, so that elements are alternately 
being "switched on and off" creating high voltages in the conducting nerves 
and additionally getting overflow stimulation from those adjacent elements 
on which falls the image of the brighter background. The effect is to create 
a bright image in the form of a line or border persisting only momentarily 
but constantly renewed as the eye moves in scanning. One suspects that the 
perceived width of the rim-aura represents the retinal width of the band 
of elements triggered by the edge of the contour image and the additional 
width of the band brought in and out of the brighter part of the image by 
the eye's oscillations. Quantitatively this does not seem unreasonable. If the 
apparent width of the rim-aura is as much as one inch this only corresponds 
to at most one-hundredth part of the height of the retina if we estimate the 
vertical height of the total visual field as about eight feet. (If the quantitative 
agreement between the retinal widths of these bands and the apparent width 
of the rim-aura could be shown to hold with reasonable exactitude it would, 
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of course, be good evidence in favour of the explanation that I have offered.) 
According to my present reasoning it is likely that the rim-aura as seen 

under the conditions described by Dr. Owen results from the normal func
tioning of the visual mechanism. It would be expected to take the form 
which is experienced, namely a bright band surrounding a dark well-defined 
object viewed against a distincly brighter background. (The effect would not 
be so marked if the object were itself light in colour, but normally there 
would be enough contrast in actual light intensity between even a "white" 
object seen from the shadow side and a light background). The rim-aura 
will be fairly narrow and if the background is white it will be colourless. 
Optical diffraction around the edges of the object could, in principle, analyse 
white light into a spectrum of colour but in practice this will be confined to 
so narrow a band as to be imperceptible. Colour could enter when the eye 
is affected by certain diseases such as glaucoma in which coloured rings 
are seen around lights; otherwise the aura will only be coloured if the back
ground light is itself not white. If therefore distinctly coloured auras are 
reported when the background is white one must postulate the operation of 
causes other than those which generate the rim-aura, which would seem 
empirically and theoretically to represent the normal or typical mode of 
perception. Similarly, the occurrence of a "mega-aura" whether coloured or 
colourless, is a phenomenon requiring explanation in terms of an atypical 
mechanism distinct from and additional to that which generates the rim- ] 
aura. Whether this mechanism is "psychic", psychological, or physiological j 
and the same in all mega-aura-viewers, remains to be seen. 

The "aura" seen by normal persons between the separated fingers of a ; 
hand, i.e. between shapes with a good contour but also enclosing a limited ; 
area, would seem to relate to the fact noted by the Gestalt psychologists 
that areas within good contours appear darker by contrast. Contrast doubt- > 
less plays an important part in the perception of the grey bands connecting ! 
the corresponding fingers of two hands, and the associated "rubber band" i 
effect. Persistence of vision may contribute to the "streaming effect". Dr. | 
Owen and I agree therefore with Professor Ellison's ascription of the bands 
to random eye movements and persistence of vision, but think that fatigue i 
plays no part because the perception is immediate. 
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